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No outcome of language contact has garnered more attention than code-switching, but controversy continues to reign over its identity, structure and the rules governing its use. We propose that much of the contention can be resolved by implementing the quantitative reasoning characteristic of the variationist paradigm. This workshop demonstrates how to adapt and apply the models and methods of linguistic variation theory to the empirical study of language mixing. We first review the components of evidence-based research on bilingual behavior, ranging from speaker sampling, data collection and corpus construction to data analysis and interpretation. The linguistic focus will be on the major manifestations of language contact – lexical borrowing and code-switching. The hands-on portion of the workshop will enable beginner and advanced researchers to gain practice in locating and identifying them in spontaneous bilingual discourse. Relying on the Comparative Variationist Method (Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001), analytical tools we will marshall include the Principle of Accountability, distinguishing sporadic occurrences from patterns, and crucial for language contact, identifying inter-linguistic conflict sites, establishing appropriate benchmarks for comparison, and exploiting rates and conditioning of variant selection.

Through combined lecture, discussion, and practice, participants should take away from this workshop an appreciation of the challenges inherent in the study of actual bilingual mixing and an enhanced understanding of the methodological and analytical tools required to tackle them.

Data will be supplied. Time permitting, we may also be able to review some materials brought by participants. A demonstration of the method applied to Tunisian Arabic-French bilingual data will be provided in our regular NWAV conference paper (see below).
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